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Abstract. The proposed trusted network is respond to the increasingly
prominent internal network security threats. At present, research on trusted
networks focuses on two aspects: pre-network access check and dynamic
evaluation after access. The pre-access check considers the integrity of the
terminal and uses encryption and authentication methods to achieve it. The
dynamic evaluation uses the static and dynamic attributes of the trust to
implement trust evaluation.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of new technologies and services on the Internet, network
and information security issues have become increasingly prominent. Most of the
current information security threats come from within the network, and the attack
methods present trends of intelligence, systematization, and integration. In order to
make up the current decentralized, isolated, single defense, and externally attached
network security system defects, the trusted network was proposed.

Trusted network studies the security threats within the network. The evaluation and
control of internal entities on the network has become an important means for achieving
network trust. Trusted network theory has also been widely used in fields such as IoT
[1], MANETs [2], Cloud Computing [3], E-commerce [4], and Social Network [5].

The current network powers are racing to study trusted networks. The eID network
trusted space construction scheme represented by South Korea and the European Union
has been proved to be incomplete. The US government proposed the “trusted network
space: Federal Network Space Security R & D Strategic Plan” in 2011 to give a
roadmap for the development of trusted network, which requires an integrated approach
to ensure the trust of cyberspace. China started earlier in the field of trusted computing.
Teams represented by Zhang Huanguo and Feng Dengguo have achieved many suc-
cesses in security chips, trusted security hosts, trusted computing platforms and
applications. Lin Chuang conducted research on the trusted network architectures and
prediction of user network behaviors.
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2 Trusted Network Connection

At present, research on trusted networks mainly focuses on two aspects: pre-network
access check and dynamic evaluation.

In the stage of network access, the early research realized network trust through
encryption and authentication mechanisms, and gradually developed into trusted net-
work architecture based on trusted computing base, trusted chain, and trusted behavior
analysis. There are Trusted Network Connect (TNC) architectures of Trusted Com-
puting Group, Microsoft’s Network Access Protection (NAP) architecture, and Cisco’s
Network Admission Control (NAC) architecture.

In terms of products, Huawei launched TSM (Terminal Security Management)
solution; TOPSEC launched TNA (Trusted Network Access) access solution; Juniper
developed TNC-compliant unified access control product “Juniper Networks Network
Connect 8.0”. These solutions or products are mainly used to implement system or
device authentication, key negotiation, and establishment of trust connections.

The mainstream trusted access technologies that are generally accepted and widely
studied at present are the TNC architecture and its basic technology TPM (Trusted
Platform Module) module and the mobile terminal’s trusted module MTM (Mobile
TrustedModule). TNC implements trusted access based on integrity check. It will be one
of the basic technologies for high-trusted networks because of its advantages, which will
have a significant impact on next-generation information security solutions [6]. The
current research on TNC focuses on the improvement of the TNC architecture and
protocol, cross-domain authentication, session key agreement, IPSec SA, trusted cer-
tificate, two-way non-equivalent evaluation, trust chain transfer and other aspects [7–9].

The main function of the TNC architecture is to determine whether the terminal can
access the corresponding network through the pre-access integrity and security check,
and there is insufficient attention to the security measures after the access. Therefore,
many researchers use the dynamic trust evaluation mechanism after access to achieve
the terminal’s full trust.

3 Trust Evaluation Model

In the field of dynamic trust evaluation, trusted network research lies in two aspects.
One is applied to the Internet of Things, such as WSN, M2M, MANETs, IoV, etc. [1, 2].
The trust evaluation model achieved access control, secure routing, data forwarding, etc.
under consideration of the energy consumption of the terminal, the computing capacity,
the node mobility, and other issues [11, 12]. The other is used for inter-members
interaction in social networks [5], commodities recommendation and consumers deci-
sion in e-commerce [4]. Device privacy and user privacy are also the focus of attention.
Prasant has been paying attention to user privacy protection methods for reputation
collection [13].
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3.1 Dynamic Trust Evaluation Model

The dynamic trust evaluation models include behavior analysis model, multi-attribute
decision model and reputation model.

The behavior analysis can be divided into equipment behavior analysis and user
network behavior analysis. Device behavior analysis is used for identity authentication.
Velten used touch screen interactions with smart devices to identify users by analyzing
touch behaviors. Wesolowski combined keyboards, mice, and graphical user interfaces
to increase the accuracy of authentication [15]. Peng et al. authenticate users more
accurately by adding dynamic learning habits and preferences based on devices
behavior identification [16].

Lin believes that trusted network should focus on the recording, evaluation, and
prediction of online user behavior [17]. Tian proposed behavior-based terminal state
analysis and trust decision criteria [18]. Meo combined the semantic analysis methods
to determine the relationship between user behaviors and trust in social sharing net-
works [19]. Behavior analysis models are generally used to identify malicious
behaviors [20], behavioral predictions [21], and so on. In the field of e-commerce,
consumers recommendation can be made through users purchase behaviors [4].

The multi-attribute decision-making model carries out trust decisions by analyzing
the attributes and attribute values that affect the user’s trustworthy. The multidimen-
sional trust decision attributes proposed by Li include direct trust, trust risk, feedback
trust, incentive function, and entity activity [22]. Jameel et al. proposed a vector-based
trust model in a pervasive environment. The model comprehensively considers attri-
butes such as self-trust, historical trust, and time to reflect the dynamics of the trust
relationship [23]. Liu selected the optimal trusted path based on the attributes such as
interaction degree, interaction times, and self-importance [24]. Xiong selected the
optimal trusted network component through multidimensional trusted evaluation index
trees such as functional attributes, reliable attributes, security attributes, and aging
attributes [25].

Trusted attributes include static attributes and dynamic attributes [26]. The static
attribute evaluation mechanism implements the subjective trust evaluation of the trust
evaluation subject based on the object’s own attributes. The static attributes include the
identity trust credentials and the inherent status information of the entity. The dynamic
attribute evaluation mechanism implements the subjective trust evaluation of the trust
evaluation subject for the object-related interactive behavior, and is related to the
behaviors type, the bearer information, the number of successful interactive behaviors,
and the subsequent influence.

Reputation model is one of the most widely used trust models. Since the beginning
of this century, reputation mechanisms have been used to build trust models, such as
TRUMMAR [27], EigenTrust [28], PeerTrust [29], and PowerTrust [30]. Josang often
uses reputation models to calculate entity trust [31, 32]. Since the reputation value is
derived from the recommendation and evaluation information among individuals, the
reputation model is widely applied to P2P networks [28], Ad hoc networks, cloud
platforms [33], e-commerce [34], and social networks.
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In order to improve the performance of the trust model, the accuracy of reputation
values can be improved by accumulating local knowledge [12], analyzing the relevance
of the recommended values with Pearson correlation coefficient [33], or evaluating the
volatility and consistency of the values [35].

Reputation model mostly uses graph theory to construct computational frameworks
[36]. Du divides the model into multiple community structures [5], Yin divides the
distributed system into several groups through group partitioning strategy [35].
Theodorakopoulos et al. calculated the shortest trusted path using semi-ring theory [37].

The reputation models study the assessment data collection and computation of
network users, and is applied to multi-user interaction scenarios. The reputation model
can be regarded as an extension of the behavior analysis model and the multi-attribute
decision model. The behavior analysis model is used to analyze user interaction data to
generate reputation values [33], and the multi-attribute decision model is used to dis-
tinguish multidimensional scenarios and applications and generate corresponding
reputation values [34].

3.2 Trust Calculation Method

The trust evaluation model implements trusted network based on trust of the network
entity. Trust is a measure of the mutual trust relationship in the network. It is similar to
the trust relationship in human society and has the characteristics of timeliness, partial
transitivity, ambiguity, and contextual relevance, anti-symmetry, composability,
agglomeration, etc. [1, 38]. Referring to these attributes of trust, the algorithms used in
the dynamic trust evaluation model include: discrete trust weighting algorithm, prob-
ability statistics methods, game theory algorithms, and fuzzy algorithms.

The discrete trust weighting algorithm comes from the composability and partial
transitivity of trust, and the weight is divided into decision maker weight and attribute
weight. The decision makers weight means that the evaluation subject weights include
subjective, objective and combination weighting methods [39]. According to the
sources of data, attribute weights are divided into subjective weighting method,
objective weighting method and subjective and objective weighting method [40].
Discrete values and colloquial expression values are generally used to calculate discrete
trust [41]. The discrete trust weighting algorithm is widely used because it is easy to
calculate and understand. Meo uses the context and node depth information to deter-
mine the weight of the recommendation value [42]. In the current trust evaluation
process, the trust of the user or terminal is calculated using the discrete trust model,
dividing the trust level [23], setting the trust threshold [36], determine the trust strategy
are become more and more common.

Discrete trust weighting model needs to divide trust grades, which will bring a new
problem. If the grading is too broad, it may not get effective control effect. If the
grading is too fine, it will cause the efficiency to decline. At the same time, performance
distortion may occur at the boundary of the trust grades [43], which leads to the fact
that the classification accuracy does not have a uniform distribution.

Because of the ambiguity of trust and the uncertainty of the trust relationship, it is
reasonable to calculate the trust value based on probability and statistical methods.
There are probability distribution models [44, 45], D-S evidence theory models [46],
information entropy models [47, 48], and Bayesian models [31, 32, 49] and so on.
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Ganeriwal [44] and Fang [45] build a trust model using beta distributions. Josang
established the Bayesian trust model [31] and constructed a trust model using multiple
evaluations based on the Dirichlet distribution [32]. Tian et al. proposed a P2P trust
model based on recommendation evidence, and predicted node behavior through
maximum likelihood estimation [46]. Wang enters the evaluation value of trust into the
reverse cloud algorithm, converts the obtained expectation into trust, and reflects the
uncertainty of trust through entropy and hyperentropy [47]. Ayday used the Bayesian
network model to perform multi-conditional predictions based on the statistics of the
previous behavior of the node, and made use of game theory to make decisions on trust
results [49].

The game theory algorithm is used for trust decisions, it provides a tool to determine
whether the terminal can interact with other terminals [52]. Sankaranarayanan proposed
a trust-based game theory framework and algorithm [53]. Fallah used a multi-stage
game strategy to solve terminal trust problems in mobile ad hoc networks [54]. Wu uses
Stackelberg game to solve user trustworthiness in cognitive radio networks [55].
Yahyaoui uses the game theory model to improve the performance, robustness, and
scalability of trusted services [56]. Pawlick proposed a games-of-game framework,
which combines the advantages of FlipIt game and Signaling game to calculate the trust
of the message [3].

Because of the fuzzy, dynamic, and complex nature of trust, fuzzy algorithms are
also widely used in trust computing [46]. Fuzzy trust models rely on defining functions
to reflect the degree of trust of nodes [57]. Damiani proposed a global method for
calculating trust by summarizing fuzzy trust values [58]. Nepal transformed the user’s
opinion into fuzzy values and calculated the evaluation sequence accordingly [59].

More and more studies are now using uncertainty-based methods to calculate trust.
For example, based on complex network and fuzzy decision analysis [60], cloud model
[47], probability theory method [44], gray system theory [61], and group decision [62].
This is because trust is not only ambiguous, but also rough because the boundary of the
confidence interval cannot be absolutely clear and causes the trust boundary to be
indefinite or has an indiscernible relationship.

3.3 Further Discussion

Above Trust calculation methods always need to summarize trust data globally or
locally. Due to the multi-source heterogeneity and mass characteristics of data, it is
impossible to achieve real-time or quasi-real-time trust evaluation anyway. Real-time
understanding of the state of internal entities is critical to achieving the trust of the
network.

In order to achieve real-time or quasi-real-time evaluation of a trusted network,
many considerations have been made from the perspective of reducing space com-
plexity [63]. Ayday reduced the computational complexity of the edge function by
means of factor graph and the Belief Propagation algorithm [49]. However, considering
the continuous increase of data running with the network, this method cannot funda-
mentally solve the problem.
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4 Conclusion

The security threats within the current network are becoming more and more promi-
nent. The proposal of the trusted network is precisely to solve the security risks that
appear within the network. Trusted network is achieved by calculating the trust of
entities in the network. Behavior analysis model, multi-attribute decision model and
reputation model provide a model framework for evaluation. Discrete trust weighting
algorithms, probability statistics methods, game theory algorithms and fuzzy algo-
rithms provide an algorithm framework for the calculation of trust.

The method of trust evaluation is quite mature. However, how to evaluate the
security threats within the network in a timely and effective manner is an urgent
problem to be solved. There is no effective solution at present, so we need to focus on
and study.
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